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Abstract—In response to the mobile data tsunami, the research
community has studied WiFi offloading based efforts to provide
an immediate solution to mitigate the load on both the cellular
space and mobile core network. However, this has caused mobile
network operators (MNO) to lose control and visibility on the
user data since the traffic is usually directed towards the Internet
bypassing the operator’s core network. Therefore, to offload the
traffic from the cellular space but still have the control and
visibility and continue offering operator services (i.e., VoLTE)
even over WiFi, operators have extended their core network by
adding new gateways (e.g. ePDG) that integrate the trusted and
untrusted WiFi offloaded traffic. On the other hand, such an
extension have caused the core network data load to remain
the same while requiring a different solution space. In this
paper, we approach the challenges triggered by mobile data
explosion from core network gateways’ perspective whose load
is not alleviated even with WiFi offloading. We first propose
the formation of Social-Offloading-Groups (SOGs) to offload
the core network in terms of the cellular connection count
(i.e., session) while maintaining all regular activities of SOG
members over the SOG lead. Secondly, we provide a collaborative
core network architecture between geographically distributed
gateways to balance their operations and reduce the utilization
of core network resources.
Index Terms—Mobile core network, data offloading, resource
utilization efficiency, cooperative networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The wide-spread proliferation of mobile devices has triggered a tremendous increase in demand for the mobile data
usage. The number of mobile users has already reached over
50% of world’s population [1], [2]. Mobile phone users check
their devices 110-150 times a day and spend 60-90 minutes
depending on device type. A recent report [3] shows mobile
Internet traffic will increase eight fold between 2015 and 2020
with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 53 percent.
Service providers (i.e., operators) look for affordable ways
of handling this huge growth without losing their subscribers
and even converting it to a monetizing opportunity. These
solutions include but are not limited to [4]: (i) upgrading
the radio access network (RAN) to Long Term Evaluation
(LTE) or LTE-A; (ii) improving the infrastructure by adding
more radio towers (i.e. macrocells) or (iii) small-scale base
stations such as femtocells, (iv) applying tiered data plans for
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taming data usage, and (v) utilizing WiFi access points (AP)
for offloading cellular network traffic [5].
Among the aforementioned solutions, WiFi offloading is
considered a more viable, economic and immediate remedy,
and thus, has attracted a great attention from both academic
and industrial research community. Direct offloading to the
fixed WiFi access point (AP) or indirect offload after hop by
hop transfer of data between multiple devices are commonly
used techniques. There is also some work done on the efficient
deployment of new APs [7] or drop zones [23] and recruitment
of third-party APs via auctions [11].
Even though WiFi offloading techniques have provided
some relief on cellular load, they are mainly designed for
unmanaged offloading [4], which allows mobile data go to
Internet bypassing the core network. However, this caused
operators to lose visibility and control over user data and
prevented users from accessing services provided by operators
(i.e., VoLTE). Thus, operators are adding new gateways (e.g.,
ePDG) to their core networks that provide seamless integration
of their core network with the new access modules (e.g., WiFi)
while still providing visibility on the user data. Operators not
only can authorize their subscribers connected from WLAN,
let them use their services and bill them for their usage but
they can also continue analyzing user behavior and updating
their network and services depending on the user needs. This
managed offloading process, however, does not change the
amount of traffic passing through the core network gateways.
Thus, the benefit of WiFi offloading stays limited to cellular
space.
In this paper, we present solutions to increase resource usage
efficiency in mobile core network. Specifically, we target low
utilization of user sessions and waste in the number of sessions
and propose to merge sessions of close users. Moreover, we
propose a collaborative core network architecture to reduce
the variations in gateway resource utilization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We provide
the motivation on the ideas in Section II. In Section III, we
discuss the proposed solutions for efficient resource utilization.
We discuss the related work in Section IV and propose future
evaluation work in Section V. The conclusion is provided in
Section VI.
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Fig. 2: Daily data usage trending is predictable and diurnal [6].
Degrading the utilization variation help increase capacity.
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Figure 1 illustrates a simple view of the mobile core network
architecture with offloading gateways. If the UE connects to
a femtocell, its traffic is forwarded to a H(e)NBGW (Home
(e)NodeB Gateway) which integrates traffic from many femtocells to the existing core. If the UE connects to WLAN,
different core gateways can play a role depending on access
type and carrier’s involvement. If the user does not use any
service (voice, apps etc.) provided by carrier, the traffic can
go to IP network without any interruption by the carrier.
Otherwise, the carrier integrates the traffic to its existing core
architecture through ePDG (Evolved Packet Data Gateway)
and SaMOG (S2a Mobility based on GTP) gateways. If the
WiFi AP is untrusted (i.e. not controlled by carrier), ePDG
secures the data transmission from the UE to core network
via IPSec tunnels. If the WiFi AP is trusted, SaMOG handles
the interworking between the UE and core network.
Previous work [6] on the analysis of aggregate mobile data
usage (traffic on core network gateways (i.e., PGW)) shows
that (Figure 2) general data usage trending is predictable (i.e.,
subscribers of different carriers have similar usage graphs)
and diurnal [13]–[15]. There are some remarkable differences
due to user behavior changes (i.e. late nights during weekend,
lunch time during weekday) at weekends and weekdays. Moreover, special events and holidays can cause deviations from
general usage. The operators should make the capacity of their
gateways ready for maximum expected usage. However, due to
the uneven data usage distribution during a day, resources (i.e.,
CPU) on gateways are not utilized efficiently. For example,
around 40% saving could be obtained in Figure 2 if data usage
could be balanced and trending is flattened.
Moreover, even at peak usage times, users are not actively
using the sessions they are allocated. One of the significant
property that defines the volume of traffic on a gateway is the
percentage of sessions that are actively transmitting/receiving
data. Even though a session is allocated to a user device
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Fig. 3: Session capacity of core network gateways are underutilized. Only 10-20% of sessions send/transmit data actively.

on the gateway in the core network, it is not actively used
most of the time. Moreover, when there is lack of activity
in a User Equipment (UE), it switches to idle state after
some time to save energy. This results in release of the
channel and deletion of bearers between SGW and MME.
However, PGW and MME still keep the information about
the bearers and consume corresponding memory resources at
these gateways. UE returns back to connected or active mode
when the UE responds to a paging request or it has some
signaling data to send such as Packet Data Network (PDN)
connectivity request. During this process, all of the required S1
interface connections for all of the established EPS bearers are
reestablished. The key point here is PGW and MME resources
do not benefit from active-idle transition. The only way the
sessions on these gateways will decrease is by turning off
these phones.
Figure 3 shows the percentage of sessions connected on
a PGW (of two tier-1 MNOs in US) during a day and the
percentage of these sessions that send at least a byte of traffic
in the last minute. User sessions stay connected to the main
gateway in the core network even at nights (since most are
still turned on), thus, they still allocate memory resources at
PGW which usually can support a maximum fixed session
count. Moreover, the user activity (10-20%) is very limited on
each session even at busy hours. For example, as an intuitive
approach, five of these sessions could be merged and a higher
activity (50-100%) could be achieved on each session while
the memory consumption at core network could be reduced to
20% of current usage.
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III. P ROPOSED S OLUTIONS
We present two different schemes to achieve efficient resource utilization and increase capacity in mobile core network
gateways. In the first scheme, we aim to decrease cellular
connection (i.e., session) count at a core network gateway
(i.e., PGW) without decreasing the subscriber count served
and without interrupting any user operation. This will then
result in decreased memory usage and open room for new
subscribers, yielding larger capacity at the gateway. In the
second scheme, we want to achieve effective and balanced
utilization of processing resources (i.e., CPU) by changing
diurnal aggregate user traffic on a gateway to a more balanced
load with a reduced maximum usage during a day.
A. Session Aggregation through Social Offloading Groups
(SOG)
In the first scheme, we look at the feasibility and implementation challenges of Social Offloading Groups (SOG)
which will group several mobile users based on their social
relations and introduce them to the rest of the network as a
single user and session as a representative of all. As Figure 4
illustrates, there will be a SOG lead which will provide
the cellular connection (i.e. session) towards the backhaul.
The SOG lead will be rotating among the members of SOG
considering the battery and efficiency of the UE. The intracommunication within SOG members will be achieved via
D2D communication. Each SOG member will send/receive
its data towards/from the SOG lead via a non-delayed (which
could be over multiple nodes) or minimally delayed (opportunistic) links.
The scenario we consider for the formation of SOGs is
a trusted network like a home or work environment where
members know and trust each other. Considering that more
than 80% of mobile data is produced indoor [3] today (via
potentially mobile but non-moving devices), this assumption
covers most of the realistic scenarios in practice. This trusted
environment also abolishes a possible competition among the
users for accessing the shared resources (spectrum). However,
there are challenges including: (i) the analysis of mobile data
usage trends for each user and understanding its correlation
between the user’s interactions with other users; (ii) on-the-fly
and efficient formation of SOGs, its lead selection and rotation;
and (iii) handling the relations of the UEs in a SOG with core
network to continue their complete similar functioning in the
SOG as in regular case.
The proposed scheme is different than tethering and its
variants [25] in which there is still a cellular connection for
users served by a main user with a data plan and they consume
resources in core network gateways. Moreover, tethering approaches are on demand and controlled by users. This scheme
proposes a self managed system where both the data calls and
voice calls are accomplished over the SOG lead while there
is no cellular connection maintained by the other members of
the SOG. Moreover, the focus of the proposal is different than
the clusterhead-based topology formation defined in 3GPP
Proximity Services (ProSe) [26], which looks at control and

Fig. 4: Social Offloading Group (SOG) architecture. Socially
close users (e.g., family members) form SOGs and communicate to the core network via single cellular connection over
SOG lead which is selected and rotates based on energy consumption and data activity concerns. SOG members exchange
data via D2D links benefiting from caching. The same user
can be part of multiple SOGs at different times.

scheduling of D2D transmission by a master UE which serves
like an eNodeB for other nodes in its range. This proposed
scheme aims to benefit from co-localization of subscribers so
that they can connect to mobile backhaul over one of the users
in the vicinity. This may not only help MNOs to save resources
in their core network but also MNOs can offer reduced prices
to subscribers for using their service as they will be sharing
their sessions with others.
In order to build the prototype of the proposed system,
with minimal or no change to call flows of cellular system
which is already complicated, multiple ways can be considered
for the treatment of SOG in the core network. All phone
calls for any member of the SOG need to be received by
the SOG lead, then it will be directed to the right member
in the SOG. From core network perspective, registration and
paging of all SOG member UEs should be managed over the
SOG lead. Possible prototypes could be built using dynamic
SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) allocation [17], multi-SIM
card [18] and PhoneLets [31], which is a system that allows
a single mobile subscription to be shared between multiple
nearby devices. Moreover, to allow subscribers the options of
individual connection and connection with SOGs, hybrid solutions could be utilized (e.g., by turning off/on the individual
connection and starting/leaving to use PhoneLet).
Since the connection to core network will be achieved by
the lead of SOG, the selection of lead and rotation of it among
members of SOG is significant for energy consumption. This
can be determined based on the user relations [8], [9], [37] and
user activity. To determine the SOG lead, several parameters
can be considered. There will be a cellular energy consumption
at the lead node for the transmission of data of all SOG
members. Moreover, there will be energy consumption for the
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Ej (Tji ) =

Dji
P (j) + Epro + Etail
β(j)

If the node sends its data to a neighbor node k first via a local
(i.e., D2D) connection then it is sent to core network from the
neighbor node, the energy consumption becomes:
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transport of the data from other members of SOG to the lead.
For example, 3G cellular power consumption of a node is
modeled by three states: idle, transmission and tail. Highest
power is consumed at transmission (DCH) state while producing the lowest delay and highest throughput. A smartphone
switches to idle state to save energy but it also waits in tail
(FACH) state for some time in case new data transmission
requests come in short time so that an immediate switch to
DCH state can be achieved and promotion cost is prevented.
Some recent work [10], [34] look at the minimization of tail
energy by scheduling the tasks and transferring them in bulks.
Our goal is to find out the lead of a SOG which can minimize
the total energy consumption in the SOG.
Consider a set of N users. Each user j ∈ N has Ij tasks
(i.e. data to be transmitted). Task i of node j is denoted as Tji
and Dji corresponds to the size of the task. The energy that
node j consumes to complete the task i (Ej (Tji )) via direct
cellular connection can then be calculated as:
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Fig. 5: Core network collaboration example with four operators with 6 hours apart from each other (GMT+0, GMT+6,
GMT+12, GMT+18). At non-peak durations (until 7 a.m.),
carrier #1’s PGW can help processing other carriers traffic,
then it offloads some of its traffic to other carriers’ PGW by
forwarding from its own SGW (over S8 interface).

Dji
Dji (1 − p(Tji , k))
P (j, k)+
P (k)+Epro +Etail
β(j, k)
β(k)

Here, β(j) denotes the cellular bandwidth of node j while
β(j, k) denotes the local bandwidth between node j and k.
P (j) is the power consumption rate for cellular communication of node j and P (j, k) is the power consumption rate for
D2D communication from node j to node k. We also denote
the probability of the similarity of the data in the task with any
cached data at node k with p(Tji , k). If there is a match found,
the data will not be transmitted over cellular radio, thus, extra
saving will occur.
The optimization function, which gives the SOG lead that
minimize the total cost in the SOG, is:




 X

X
X

k ← arg min
Ejk (Ti ) +
Ek (Ti )


j∈N −{k}

i∈Ij

i∈Ik

p(Tji , k),

The key parameters here are
Epro and Etail . p(Tji , k)
can be obtained by analyzing the data similarity of users who
are socially close (or within the same SOG). Epro is the energy
consumed in promotion from idle to DCH state and Etail is the
energy consumption during tail state. To decrease the overall
energy cost spent in a SOG for Epro and Etail , overlap of user
activity of SOG members that will give better scheduling of
tasks can be considered in SOG formation.
B. Collaboration of Core Networks at Different Time-zones
The data rates of users change drastically throughout a day.
But aggregate data usage graphs on gateways show similar diurnal behavior. The capacity of core network gateways should
be configured based on peak time traffic, thus, this can cause

under-utilization of resources (i.e., CPU) at non-peak traffic
duration. While the user behavior can be altered to some extent
with ideas such as tiered pricing [35], it cannot be changed
drastically. For this problem, we propose the collaboration
of core network gateways (of different or same MNOs) at
different time zones so that they can achieve a balanced load
at different times of the day with a reduced maximum load. In
other words, we propose a user data exchange system between
the gateways of different time zones. The gateway having low
usage on its system will offload some of the user traffic load
of other gateways having peak time.
The idea is illustrated in Figure 5 with an example of
four core networks. Each of these core networks can obtain
very balanced average usage and reduced maximum usage
(i.e., leaving room for extra capacity) on their PGWs with
proper direction of traffic between each other (this could be
considered like a managed roaming activity). Figure 6 shows
the amount of capacity increase with different collaborating
cores and hour differences in their time zones.
Such a system can easily be conducted between the gateways of the same MNO as they are managed by the same
team. Between the gateways of different operators, this can
still be achieved through agreements on a perfect and trusted
collaboration and by exchanging heavy user traffic. As a result
both MNOs mutually benefit, and a balanced and reduced
maximum utilization of each of the core network gateways
can be achieved.
It is also possible that multiple MNOs can participate in
the proposed system. Moreover, each MNO can show different
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Fig. 6: The potential capacity increase with different collaborating core networks and hour differences in the their time
zones.

level of trust and willingness to collaborate. In such a scenario
with many participating operators from different time zones,
traffic loads and levels of trust and willingness to collaborate,
a game theoretical approach can be used to achieve highest
benefit for each operator.
Assume Uij is user i ∈ Nj of operator j ∈ O, dtij shows the
data rate associated with Uij at time t. We define a boolean
t
parameter, βijk
which is set to 1 if dtij is offloaded to operator
t
k. Cijk is the virtual credit paid by operator j to k for its
offloading dtij . The load on operator j at time t, Ltj , can be
calculated as:
!
X
X X
X X
t
t
t
t
t
Lj =
dij +
βikj dik −
βijk dtij
i∈Nj

s.t.

k∈O i∈Nk

X

i∈Nj

k∈O

t
βijk
= {0, 1}

k∈O

Here, the first term refers to the total data created by operator
j’s users. Second term is the data of other operators that it
offloads and the last term shows its users data that is offloaded
to other users. The objective function is to minimize the
deviation of total load on each operator’s core network during
a day. Assuming a discrete model based on T time frames in a
day (i.e., Lt represents data load inqtime frame t), for operator
PT
t
2
j, this can be calculated with σ =
t=1 (Lj − µ) /T where
PT
t
µ = t=1 Lj /T . Moreover, in order to promote collaboration
and prevent selfishness, the total virtual credit balance of each
operator j, Vj , should be set to zero (after trades between
operators): By this way, different cores or operators could be
encouraged to serve for others while being served by others.
IV. R ELATED W ORK
As smartphones have built-in WiFi capability and there is
ubiquitous access opportunity to connect to WLAN, offloading
the mobile data through WiFi access points (AP) has been
considered as an immediate solution for unloading the burden
on cellular network. Several studies have been conducted on
the deployment and recruitment of WiFi APs [7], [11], [12],

Fig. 7: 4G-LTE GENI Campus Deployment

[27]–[29] with the extensions of delayed [20], [22] and onthe-spot offloading [21]. There are also studies that look at
the hybrid usage of WiFi and cellular access [24], and quality
aware offloading [10].
All these studies offer a promising immediate solution for
decreasing cellular burden only when the WiFi traffic is not
managed by MNOs. Moreover, MNOs have been adding new
gateways to their backhaul to integrate trusted or untrusted
WiFi traffic to their cellular architecture. As a result, the load
on mobile core network gateways remain unchanged, and thus,
alternative approaches are still needed.
The core network offloading is also studied by introducing a
new gateway between UE and PGW. The goal of this gateway
is to offload the traffic that is destined to Internet. This can be
achieved by using different identifiers like QCI and APN. If
such a traffic is detected, it is forwarded towards IP network
bypassing the core network gateways.
Media optimization solutions also indirectly help offload
some traffic on core network gateways [4]. Using various
techniques like compressing, the data traffic volume is reduced
and a better network resource consumption with a better user
experience is accomplished.
These media optimization servers are located at the Internet
side of core network gateways. Other techniques could be
listed as video caching, bandwidth adjustment, video pacing
and web optimization. In video caching, popular videos are
stored in the media optimization servers and users are provided
content from these local servers rather than bringing them
from original servers. In bandwidth adjustment, the bitrate of
video is adjusted based on available bandwidth for user. Video
pacing aims to pace the downloading and buffering of video
as it is watched so that users who open a video but close it
without completely watching it will not cause waste. Finally,
for web optimization, more efficient mobile web browsers [36]
and optimized website downloading and loading are targeted.
V. F UTURE W ORK
The evaluation of the two proposed schemes requires visibility and control of the mobile core network and UE. To evaluate
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them in a deployed scenario, we plan to use the GENI (Global
Environment for Network Innovations) wireless testbed [33].
GENI provides access to a fully programmable end to end 4GLTE deployment at twelve campuses across the USA. Each
deployment consists of a local cloud compute and storage
cluster called a GENI Rack, which runs the EPC and uses high
speed fiber connectivity to the LTE eNodeB. GENI provides
UE’s in the form of USB dongles and Android handsets. These
deployments are all interconnected over a research network
backbone, Internet2 (see Figure 7). GENI also provides WiFi
AP’s that will allow us to evaluate the SOG and Core Network
collaboration schemes.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present two different solutions for efficient
resource utilization in mobile core network. While the first
targets low utilization of user sessions and waste in the number
of sessions, the second one aims to balance the daily usage
and reduce maximum utilization. The solutions proposed here
do not change overall user traffic load on the core network
but they target efficient utilization of resources on the core
network. Thus, the capacity of the core network gateway is
increased and more user traffic can be handled by the same
hardware. Moreover, all the optimization techniques presented
in related work are orthogonal to our solutions and they can
be applied over our proposed models for further benefit.
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